DEBRA FRASIER'S BIOGRAPHY
LISTEN, COLOR ALONG & WRITE
WHAT YOU REMEMBER!

YOUR NAME:

1. WHAAAA.
2. Grandmother rows where?
3. Making things with:
   April — 1953

4. Two happy hearts
   (where?)
5. A degree in what?
6. Giant Costume puppet!

1984
7. Moved where?
   —
8. Hospital? why?
9. married!

31. AHHHHH...
32. Your dream dog
33. Two happy hearts
34. Baby Calla grew up and lives where?
35. Neighborhood dogs walk their owners!

30. Your dog says

what happened?

1. WHAT DO YOU think happens NEXT?
DEBRA FRASIER BIOGRAPHY
LISTENING NOTES TO COLOR

10. BABY CALLA
   June 1, 1988
   writing mom!

11. Sleeping baby

12. Scissors + paper

   On the Day You Were Born

14. Welcoming you to the

15. and the

16. OUT OF THE

17. What did they find?

18. My tiny notebook is like a...

19. HA! HA! HA!
   Miscellaneous
   is not a PERSON!

20. Miss Alaineus: A Vocabulary Disaster inspires word parades!

21. the word is

22. What word is THIS

23. Collecting water facts for how many YEARS

24. The Incredible Water

25. DILL PICKLE

26. Collecting photos of A to Z
   and the letter F is for